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Abstract
We consider the quantum radiation from a partially reflecting mov-
ing mirror for the massless scalar eld in 1+ 1 Minkowski space. Par-
tial reflectivity is modeled by a delta-type potential localized along the
mirror’s trajectory. The radiated flux is non-perturbatively obtained
as a mirror’s past history dependent quantity. Uniformly accelerated
trajectories are found non-radiative. Partial reflectivity corrections to
the perfect mirror result are discussed.
1 Introduction
There is an extensive literature on the quantum radiation produced by per-
fectly reflecting moving mirrors [1]. Radiation from partially reflecting mov-
ing mirrors, by contrast, received a rather modest attention [2]-[6]. It also
appears that most signicative physical implications of the mirror radiation
were all considered in the context of perfect reflectivity. We have in mind
here investigations concerned with the possibility of generating negative en-
ergy fluxes [7]-[12] or exploiting the connection with the Hawking eect [13]-
[18]. One might ascribe this state of aairs to the lack of a partially reflecting
mirror model allowing a feasible non-perturbative calculation of the radiated
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flux. It is the intention of this paper to present such a model1.
We mention from the very beginning that it is not within our goal to
include a realistic treatment of the mechanism underlying partial reflectivity.
We shall consider the idealized case of a mirror with negligible thickness,
so that its eect may be accounted for by a (repulsive) delta-type poten-
tial localized at the mirror’s position. From the physical as well as a purely
technical point of view, ignoring the thickness of the mirror brings in a consid-
erable simplication: it spares us from the diculties associated to arbitrary
moving extended objects in special relativity [19].
We shall refer to the massless scalar eld in 1+1 Minkowski space. Follow-
ing the Fulling and Davies approach to perfect mirrors [20, 21] we construct
the Heisenberg eld using a similar mode expansion, where we include space-
time dependent transmission and reflection coecients. The special form of
the potential allows to obtain them non-perturbatively as integral functionals
of the mirror’s past trajectory. Exact calculation of the in-vacuum Wightman
function along with the renormalized energy-momentum tensor is also pos-
sible. The main conclusion is that partial reflectivity induces a past history
dependence for the emitted flux. The contributions of past motions appear
exponentially damped with the proper time interval up to the emission mo-
ment, with the barrier strength as the proportionality factor. It turns out
that the non-radiative property of perfect mirrors for uniformly accelerated
trajectories [20] is left unaected. We recover the perfect mirror result in the
limit of innite barrier strengths.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we construct the quantum
eld. In Sec. 3 we obtain the in-vacuum Wightman function and the renor-
malized energy-momentum tensor. A brief discussion of the near perfect
mirror approximation (large barrier strengths or slowly varying motions) is
also given. Conclusions and discussions are contained in Sec. 4. We end by
drawing a parallel between partially reflecting mirrors and extended charges
in classical electrodynamics. Technical matters are referred to the Appen-
dices.
Natural units h = c = 1 are used throughout the paper. The metric
tensor is gtt = −gxx = 1.
1To our best knowledge, existing approaches either rely on perturbation theory [2, 3, 4]
or use an in-out formalism [5, 6] which is a priori unsuitable for an accurate calculation
of local quantities at arbitrary times.
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2 The quantum eld
Let (t; x) denote the coordinates in 1+1 Minkowski space-time and let x(t)
denote the trajectory of the mirror. We write the barrier potential as
V (t; x) =
a
γ(t)









where  is the Dirac distribution and a is a positive constant assigned to the
barrier strength. The perfect mirror will be obtained in the limit a ! 1.
The γ−1 factor assures the relativistic covariance of Eq. (2) below.
We proceed to construct the in modes for the massless scalar eld ’(t; x)
respecting
(2+ V (t; x))’(t; x) = 0: (2)
We divide rst the Minkowski plane into the left (L) and right (R) regions
corresponding to the points (t; x < x(t)), (t; x > x(t)), respectively. Let us
write the in modes for the perfect mirror [13] as
UL! (u; v) = e
−i!u − e−i!f(v); UR! (u; v) = 0; (3)
V R! (u; v) = e
−i!v − e−i!g(u); V L! (u; v) = 0; ! > 0; (4)
where null coordinates were used (u = t−x, v = t+x) and L; R superscripts
refer to the corresponding denition domains. The functions f , g are chosen
such that for points (u; v) on the trajectory equalitites
f(v) = u; (5)
g(u) = v; (6)
are satised. Consider for example the UL! solution. The term e
−i!f(v) rep-
resents the totally reflected component of the incident (unperturbed) right-
moving wave e−i!u. Partial reflectivity requires a reflection factor along with
a transmitted component in R. We modify thus expressions (3) as
UL! (u; v) = e
−i!u −RL!(v) e−i!f(v); (7)
UR! (u; v) = T R! (u) e−i!u: (8)
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For V L;R! we similarly set
V R! (u; v) = e
−i!v −RR! (u) e−i!g(u); (9)
V L! (u; v) = T L! (v) e−i!v: (10)
The physical signicance of RR;L! , T R;L! coecients is clear. For points inside
the L, R regions, the u, v dependence in Eqs. (7)-(10) automatically assures
2UL;R! = 2V
L;R
! = 0: (11)
At the L-R boundary, for each pair of solutions (’L! , ’
R





and the matching of the rst order derivatives, in conformity with Eqs. (1),
(2). This is straightforwardly obtained by considering the relativistic gener-
alization of the stationary case x(t) =const. One nds
U
@’R! − U@’L! + a ’R=L! = 0; (13)
where  is the totally antisymmetric tensor in two dimensions (tx = 1) and
U is the mirror’s two-velocity (UU = 1). Equation (12) implies



























RR! + aγ T L! = 0; (16)
where all the quantities refer to a given point on the trajectory.
Let  denote the proper time of the mirror and let us regard RL;R! , T L;R!
as  -dependent functions via the trajectory dependence u = u(), v = v().
Eliminating T R;L! in favor of RL;R! using Eq. (14), equalities (15) and (16)














We introduced the  dependent Doppler factors ( = dx=dt)
D () =
√√√√1 ()
1 () : (18)
Plus and minus signs in D correspond to R, L, respectively. For example,





which has a transparent interpretation in terms of Doppler shifts for the !-
frequency waves as observed in the mirror’s proper frame. Now, equation
(17) determines RL;R! () as (we let a ! 2a for simplicity from here after)
RL;R! () = RL;R! (0) exp
(







i!(;  0)− a( −  0)
)
; (20)






+(2; 1) = v(2)− v(1); (22)
−(2; 1) = u(2)− u(1): (23)
Letting 0 ! −1 the rst term in Eq. (20) vanishes2, leaving us with





i!(;  0)− a( −  0)
)
: (24)
We take this as the denition for the reflection coecients. Note that by the a
dependent part in the exponential factor, RL;R! () are essentially determined
by the motion in the interval
0 <  −  0 < a−1: (25)
2jRL,Rω (−1)j < 1 by the assumption of uniform velocity in the innite past, see next.
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(As an immediate consequence, consider a trajectory with () assuming the
constant value (c) for  > c, with c xed. Then for suciently late times
 − c  a−1, one can set
(;  0) = D (c) ( −  0); (26)
which entails the stationary result.) The transmission coecients follow from
Eq. (14). This completes the derivation of the in modes.













! (z) + H:c:
)
; (27)
for z  (u; v) a point in the right region, and with a similar expression
with R replaced by L for z in the left region. The commutations for the









!′ ] = 2(2!)(! − !0); (28)
and zero in rest. To assure that the canonical commutations are also veried,
we shall suppose there exists a nite time t0 (which can be taken arbitrarily
far in the past) such that the trajectory is uniform before t0. Then in the
reference frame where the mirror is at rest in the innite past, the modes
are given up to a certain moment by the  = 0 stationary coecients (19).
Orthonormality and completeness are easily checked in this case. It follows
that the canonical commutations are respected on a spacelike three-surface
somewhere in the (innite) past. By the eld equation (2) it also follows that
they are respected everywhere [22].
3 The radiation
We are interested in the in-vacuum renormalized expectation values hTiren
of the minimal energy-momentum operator




Expression above is clearly valid only for points o the trajectory where
2’ = 0. For points strictly on the trajectory, there is also a contribution
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coming from the delta potential. This has, anyway, no relevance for the
emitted flux and we ignore it here3.
We need the in-vacuum Wightman function
D+(z; z0) = h0; inj(z)(z0)j0; ini; (30)
where
aU! j0; ini= aV! j0; ini= 0; ! > 0: (31)
Let D+0 (z; z
0) denote the free eld Wightman function and let
D+ren(z; z
0) = D+(z; z0)−D+0 (z; z0): (32)
Then












Space-time coordinate symmetrization [13] proves to be superfluous here,




L stand for D
+(z; z0) when both z; z0 belong to R, L, respec-
tively. It is convenient to introduce the functions u, v as the inverses of
u(), v()













ln((u− u0 − i)(v − v0 − i)); (37)
3One can show the corresponding singularity in hTµνiren is equivalent to a trajectory







d1 ln((u(1)− u0 − i)(v(1)− v0 − i))






d1 ln((u− u(1)− i)(v − v(1)− i))









d2 ln((u(1)− u(2)− i)
(v(1)− v(2)− i)) exp a(1 + 2 − u − u′):
(39)
We set u = u(u), u′ = u(u
0).  denotes a vanishingly small positive
quantity. D+L follows from D
+
R with the substitutions
u $ v; u0 $ v0; u $ v: (40)
We shall take advantage in the following of the R−L formal symmetry above
to refer to R quantities only.
Renormalization amounts to ignore D+0 in Eq. (36). The double v deriva-
tive (33) is trivial, implying
hT Rvv(u; v)iren = 0: (41)
The uu component (34) requires some eort. Calculations are outlined in
Appendix A. One nds the v independent quantity




(1− (u))2  T
R(u); (42)
where

















 exp a(1 + 2 − 2u); (44)
and











 exp a(1 + 2 − 2u): (45)
The overdot represents dierentiation with respect to proper time. Coinci-
dence limits in the brackets are commented in Appendix B.
Equations (42)-(45) represent our main result. They explicitely show that
for a < 1 the radiated energy-momentum density
hT Rtt (u; v)iren = −hT Rtx(u; v)iren  hT Ruu(u)iren (46)
is a quantity depending on the entire mirror’s past history4. Past dependence
extends up to the retarded (emission) time u, marking the intersection of
the trajectory with the past light cone at (u; v), in agreement to causality.
Similar to RL;R! coecients, the influence of past motions is restricted to an
eective interval of order a−1 prior to u. These are to be contrasted to the
perfect reflectivity case where the flux is strictly determined by the motion
at u.
Non-radiativity for uniform trajectories follows from the vanishing of the
brackets in T RI;II . It is interesting to consider the trajectories we refered to in
the parantheses below Eq. (25), for emission times u > c. As the integrands













d2 : : : : (47)
The rst term equals
T R(c) exp 2a(c − u); (48)
4A similar conclusion was reached, e.g., in Refs. [2, 5].
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and corresponds to an exponential decay of the flux emitted at c. For
sucienly late times u − c = u  a−1 the second term also displays a
decaying behaviour, vanishing like
exp a(c − u)
(u)2
: (49)









The T RII component vanish, with only one power of a multiplying the dou-
ble integral. For T RI , relation (61) implies (we assume the acceleration is








where we denoted by  the mirror’s proper acceleration. Inserted in (42),
this reproduces the well-known perfect mirror result [20, 21].
We nally consider the case of suciently large barrier strengths, so that
only the motion near u is signicative. More precisely, this corresponds to
slowly varying trajectories on a proper time scale  a−1. Then the brackets
can be Taylor expanded around 1 = 2 = u, along with a term by term
integration. The result is a series of the form
T R = T R0 +
1∑
n=1
a−nT Rn ; (52)
with T Rn0 representing now local quantities entirely dened by  and its
rst n + 1 derivatives at u. T
R
0 equals the perfect mirror contribution (51);
higher terms naturally describe partial reflectivity corrections associated to
the niteness of the barrier strength. We give below the rst two coecients
(for arbitrary orders evaluation of the coincidence limits dening T Rn proves
quite laborious)




















One sees, in particular, that corrections can generally diminish or enhance
the perfect mirror flux. It may be relevant to note in this context that the
positive energy zeroth order flux emitted (in R) for steadily increased leftward
accelerations
 < 0; _ < 0; ¨  0; (55)
is always diminished by the leading correction (53); by contrast, for the
negative energy flux emitted for accelerations with inequalities above reversed
both situations may occur.
4 Conclusions and discussions
We considered in this paper the quantum flux from a partially reflecting
moving mirror in 1 + 1 Minkowski space. Partial reflectivity was modeled
by a delta-type barrier potential localized along the mirror trajectory. The
emitted radiation was explicitly obtained as a past history dependent quan-
tity. For large barrier strengths or slowly varying motions, past dependence
translates into local corrections to the perfect mirror flux expressed in terms
of superior derivatives of the acceleration.
An interesting consequence of our result is that uniformly accelerated
motions do not radiate: both integrands in Eqs. (44), (45) vanish identically.
It may be argued that these trajectories do not respect the uniform velocity
condition in the innite past as implied in Sec. 2. However, this is not
essential. One can consider the mirror stationary up to a certain proper
time 0 and keeping to accelerate only for  > 0. For u − 0  a−1 the
motion will practically count as non-radiative. It might be relevant to see this
in connection with the analogous result for uniformly accelerated oscillators
[23, 24].
We end by discussing an analogy: history dependence of the emitted flux
invites to a parallel with extended charges in classical electrodynamics. Con-
sider an arbitrarily moving charge with characteristic length r. Retardation
implies that the eld produced at a certain point is determined by the motion
in some nite length interval   r. Hence, one is led to the correspondence
r  a−1: (56)
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Accordingly, pointlike charges correspond to perfect mirrors. It is a common
remark that the quantum backreaction force experienced by perfect mirrors
in 1+1 dimensions [20] displays the same trajectory dependence as the the
Lorentz-Dirac radiation force [25] acting on pointlike charges. As a conse-
quence, at the dynamical level the former are similarly confronted with the
well-known r ! 0 pathologies, i.e. runaway trajectories and acausal behav-
ior. It was shown [26, 27] that situation drastically changes when allowing
a semitransparency factor: the unphysical behavior is absent5 provided the
transparency cut-o, which is  a in our model, is suciently small com-
pared to the mirror mass. This parallels the case of extended charges where
the unphysicalities disappear given the ratio between the electromagnetic
self energy  r−1 and the physical mass does not exceed a certain (model
depending) limit [28].
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Appendix A
We sketch here the steps leading to Eqs. (44), (45). Let
t1;2(u; u
0) = @u@u′D+1;2(u; v; u
0; v0): (57)
In the limit  ! 0, u0 ! u, quantities t1, t2 individually diverge, but an
appropriate grouping of terms in their sum makes divergences cancel among






5The result is based on the approach in Ref. [5]. There are certain limitations in the
proof, as approximations are made to linearize the equation of motion.
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corresponding to its explicit u, v dependent parts. We further introduce a












which are obtained as follows. With a series of integrations by parts with















exp a(1 − u)














Starting with the initial expression of tu2 and performing similar integrations,
this time with respect to 2, one gets a second expression t
u
2 . Integrating
by parts in the second term in Eq. (60) with respect to 2, the single 1-
integrations cancel out. We denote by tu2γ the resulting expression. Starting





the equivalent expression tv2γ . We organize the sum t1 + t2 as
(tv2γ − tu2γ) + (tu2 + tu2 + t1):
One can set now  = 0 and make u0 ! u, in each paranthesis the divergent
terms manifestly cancelling among themselves. The two parentheses corre-
spond, in order, to the I and II contributions, including the factor in Eq.
(42).
Appendix B
We make here some observations concerning the coincidence limits in Eqs.
(44), (45). The quantities in the brackets are nite provided the trajectory is
of class C3, respectively C4. We give below the coincidence limit 1; 2 ! 












One may choose to eliminate the double derivatives @1@2 using integration
by parts. The coincidence limits are then easily seen to involve only the rst
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derivatives of u, v in T RI and the rst two derivatives of u in T
R
II . The same
is valid for the boundary terms at u. It follows that a class C
2 trajectory
assures continuity and niteness of the emitted flux. Note this is not the case
for the perfect reflectivity case, as seen from Eq. (51).
Discontinuities of the acceleration manifest in the coincidence limit in
the boundary term in T RII (when choosing to eliminate @1@2). Consider a
trajectory with the acceleration continuous everywhere excepting the proper
time 0 for which
u¨(0+)− u¨(0−) = u¨0 6= 0; (62)
with 0 = 0   and  > 0 vanishingly small. This leads to the flux
discontinuity






In the limit a !1, the quantity above exactly cancels against the remaining
terms in TRII .
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